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Power Launcher
Go Beyond with Boldness!
Explore where God’s power can take you. What are some ways we can go beyond with God in boldness today?

Bible Story
Queen Esther Takes a Stand – Esther 4-9
Just like Queen Esther, we are called to be bold and use our position, influence, and resources to stand up for others who have 
less or none of those things…and just as with Queen Esther, God will be faithful to sustain us and give us boldness to go far 
beyond the confines of our fears and limitations. Because of our faith, we can be bold and stand up for God, for others, and for 
ourselves.

Daily Offerings
Today we collected $59.74 for Make a Wish! Thank you for your generosity! Learn more about Make a Wish at www.wish.org, 
like the fact that it’s been granting wishes for 30 years now. If your child did something extraordinary to collect money, be 
sure to let their crew leader know so we can share this news with everyone. Please continue to bring in offerings every day.

Shining Stars
Ashley and Katherine Potts are a mother-daughter team on the drama crew. Ashley has lead the dramatic telling of VBS Bible 
stories for many years. In the past, Katherine attended VBS as a student and this is her first VBS as an official volunteer. 
Katherine’s favorite memory of VBS is the excitement of Friday, with the offering amount revealed, 
a five-day mission accomplished, the ending picnic with friends and family, and a big sack 
of completed projects to enjoy at home. Ashley loves how children interpret aspects of 
the daily Bible stories as they make their way through the stations of music, snack, 
science, recreation, and crafts. Katherine agrees that the Bible can be intimidating to 
just pick up and start reading and that VBS drama is a creative way to showcase all 
the exciting stories inside the Bible. They enjoy sharing their dramatic talents to make 
Bible stories more accessible and interesting to young people. After acting in drama, 
Katherine heads to her next favorite VBS station, music. Ashley is so proud of this 
drama crew for taking risks, allowing themselves to be silly, being 100 percent committed 
to their roles, and wearing those fabulous fake beards.


